
YOU WILL NEED:
- 20x30cm Felt for Tree
- 12x12cm Felt for Base
- Small Pieces of felt for pumpkin, pumpkin leaves.
- Multi dyed Autumn felt for tree leaves.
- EmbroideryfFloss (to match felts)
- Merino wool filling
- Embroidery needle
- Cardboard
- Scissors
- Stu�ng stick

Pattern for ‘Mini Owl’ (in picture) can be purchased on Lori Designs Etsy Store.

1. Cut out pattern pieces carefully from felt, be as accurate as possible. Make sure your two tree pieces match when placed on 
top of one another.
2. Using blanket stitch (aka button hole stitch) sew your tree pieces together from ‘a’ to ‘b’ across the top end of your tree. Before 
you sew up the rest or the tree trunk, begin stu�ng your branches using a stu�ng stick or skewer. One your branches are full 
continue sewing up the trunk, leaving the gap noted on pattern for stu�ng. Cut ‘base’ piece from cardboard and trim it down a 
little so that it will fit inside the base of the tree. Sew in your base and then insert the cardboard piece though the gap left for 
stu�ng. Fill the rest of the tree with stu�ng and sew up gap. Sew your autumn leaves on top the tips of the branches, do as 
many as you like!
3. To make your pumpkin, sew your six segments together (using blanket stitch) with the long sides attaching to each other, 
forming a ball shape. Fill with stu�ng before sewing up the last seam. Next make a gathering stitch along your pumpkin stem 
and pull tight to gather up the long strip so it looks a bit curly. Tie o� the gather so it doesn’t undo. Sew on the pumpkin leaves. 
Attach the small circle of green felt onto the pumpkins centre then attach the pumpkin stem with leaves. 

FREE PATTERN 
AUTUMN TREE & PUMPKIN 

These materials  can be sourced from www.winterwoodtoys.com

For more patterns visit:
www.etsy.com/au/shop/BrookeLoriDesigns
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cut 1 (same colour as stem/leaves)
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